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Fuji paper rise ‘at least double digit’
August 31, 2016

In a week when Harvey Norman is offering unlimited Fujifilm 8 cent prints, Fujifilm has
announced yet another punishing ‘worldwide price revision’ of its photographic
papers ‘of at least double digit percent’.  (Which is alarming – does this mean the
increase could be into the triple digits? Surely just a badly-worded press release.)

‘Under the circumstances of declining demand
for photographic papers, Fujifilm has been
working on productivity improvement and cost
reduction to absorb the rising expense ratio in
order to ensure stable supply of premium-
quality photographic papers to the market,’
states the press release. It goes on to say that
they are going to increase prices anyway.

It will hit ‘from October onwards’ and apply to
all of Fujifilm’s photographic papers.

‘Details of the respective countries regarding
the timing and the rate of price increase will be
determined in consideration of factors specific to the markets.’

NOTE: We asked Fujifilm Australia to clarify the scale of the paper price rise and to
comment on the lack of paper product choice for Australian retailers (see below) but
have not received a response. 

COMMENT: – But what if it
wasn’t all about falling demand
and increasing costs? What if it
were simply that silver halide
paper is now in the ‘cash cow’
stage of its long and venerable
product life cycle? A cash cow,
according to the Boston
Consulting Group, is a product
with high market share and low
growth rates. The are usually at
the end of  their life
cycle: ‘Cash cows don’t need
the same level of support as
before. This is due to less
competitive pressures with a
low growth market and they
usually enjoy a dominant
position that has been
generated from economies of
scale. Cash cows are still
generating a significant level of

The Fujifilm Australia AgX

paper selection. See below for

the Fujifilm UK options…

—
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income but not costing the
organisation much to maintain.
These products can be “milked”
to fund Star (high market share,
high growth rates) products.’

Fujifilm isn’t giving much in the
way of marketing or technical support to photo specialists, and the
extra revenue gained from, frankly, charging specialist retailers as
high a price as the market will bear, is channelled into other parts of
the business. (Could you be cross-subsidising Big W’s paper
purchases?)

But in Fujifilm’s case it is also hastening the end of the working life of
all those hugely expensive Frontier minilabs still out there. Another
few increases of this kind and the shrinking differential between AgX
printing costs and inkjet – one of the few arguments in favour of not
upgrading to dry equipment – will be eliminated.

Australian Fujifilm customers are particularly ill-served by their
supplier. As well as regular and crippling price rises, Fujifilm-based
printers have to deal with eight-cent print competition from Fujifilm’s
preferred mass merchant customers (this doesn’t happen anywhere
else in the world), and no support to photo specialists of the kind one
witnesses from Fujifilm UK and USA.

Fujifilm Australia is also denying local specialists the kind of choices
which better allow them to define their speciality. In Australia, there
are two choices of Fujifilm silver halide paper – Crystal Archive Paper
Type II, and Crystal Archive Professional. 

In the UK, by contrast, Fujifilm customers can choose between:
Crystal Archive (CA) Album Paper
CA Album Paper HD
CA Album Paper DPII
CA Paper
CA Digital Pearl
CA Supreme
CA Supreme High Definition
CA Digital Type DPII
CA Writable

In Australia, only Kodak’s authorised distributor, Independent Photo
(IPS) makes a specialist range of papers available.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fujifilm UK paper options. Why does

Fujifilm in Australia limit specialists’

ability to specialise? Better ask Dave.

—

http://www.michaels.com.au/index.php/services/photo-laboratory/film-processing-c41-e6-bw
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4 THOUGHTS ON “FUJI PAPER RISE ‘AT LEAST DOUBLE DIGIT’”

Stuart Holmes on September 2, 2016 at 1:13 pm  said:

As Kodak’s authorised distributor, Independent Photo (IPS) in
both Australia & New Zealand locally holds a specialist range of
Professional & Retail Ag-x Papers for Photo Specialty Stores &
Pro Labs. These include, Kodak Endura Professional Paper,
acknowledged as the Worlds Best Professional Ag-x Paper,
along with the totally unique Endura Metallic, Duratrans rear
illuminated Display Film, and the excellent Prosumer Paper
known as Premier Digital. All these Professional Grade Media’s
are complimented by the latest iteration of Kodak’s venerable
range of retail paper media’s known as Edge & Royal making
this the largest range of Silver Halide Media’s in the Southern
Hemisphere to suit all market differentiated applications, and all
for your choosing!
see: https://www.iphoto.net.au/kodak-endura.aspx

Reply ↓

VOR on September 2, 2016 at 3:39 pm  said:

Yep…8 cent prints. I can’t believe that there are Independent
stores still supporting this company. It is so obvious that price
rises are only passed on to the independents. So why the hell
are you still with them?
There are too many other alternatives and they will support you
and your business. It’s time we all appreciated that these
suppliers have stuck with us and fully support them. I get quality,
savings, support and representation that opens my eyes to
opportunity.
8 cent prints…It seems that Fuji will not learn so its time to teach
them by supporting the many alternatives!

Reply ↓

Concerned Photo Industry Supplier on September 2, 2016 at 4:16

pm said:

Hi Keith,
Can you post beeter images on your website as they are barely
readable.

Reply ↓

Keith Shipton
on September 2, 2016 at 4:30 pm  said:

Yes sorry! If you want to check out the full Fujifilm range
offered in Europe:
https://www.fujifilm.eu/uk/products/photofinishing/photogr
aphic-paper
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